SeekerDNA for Security

SeekerDNA has proven effectiveness in markets requiring high security
coupled with the convenience of in-field verification.

SeekerDNA Technology

The following are some examples of current SeekerDNA applications:

SeekerDNA’s family of luminescent and
chemical compound tracers are miscible
to an extensive range of ink systems and
surface agents whether as free floating
material, or incorporated into micro
particles. Various formulation and
delivery systems are available for most
commercial applications, and to ensure
stability and longevity in a wide range of
environments.

SeekerDNA’s manufacturer Trace Tag, is a member of Bank
Note Watch and Vigie Billet promoting the protection of
cash money by the use of cash staining devices, of which the
major banks of South Africa are members. The extensive
inclusion of these DNA solutions assists in the identification
and prosecution of thieves.

TARGETING:

Cash in transit, cash staining

Cable and metal theft

Applied to the items under threat, SeekerDNA Grease or Gel
proves ownership, traceability and is a major deterrent to
thieves due to its transference from asset to perpetrator.
This has massive value in ensuring a robust chain of
evidence.

Retail store / Banking hall Heists

SeekerDNA is triggered to deploy in a fine mist throughout
the store which effectively marks suspects and places them
at the scene of the crime.

PRODUCTS:

This technology offers a flexible and cost
effective solution that whilst being covert in
nature, can be quickly and easily verified in the
field by non-specialist staff, using dedicated and
portable detectors. SeekerDNA has proven
effectiveness in markets requiring high security
coupled with the convenience of in-field
verification. It can be incorporated into most
substrates, both bulk and surfaces, and is
suitable for liquid, gaseous and paste applications. The solution can also be incorporated into
plastic/polymeric films and related items.
It is fully compatible with most product or
packaging printing systems.

Problem area

Banking halls
Jewelry Store
Security paper
Cash in Transit
Metal & Cable
Art & Collectibles

Antiques / Jewellery / Works of art /
High value personal property
Applied to a wide range of surfaces to prove ownership of
recovered items.

Book and high value documents

Specific dry products for tagging papers, parchments and
similar fragile substrates are available.

Banknotes / negotiable documents /
security papers
SeekerDNA products can be incorporated into the body of
the paper permitting authentication of documents.

SeekerDNA Solution
Mist propellent
Mist propellent
Lacquer / Ink
Mist propellent / Ink
Lacquer / Gel / Grease
Lacquer
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SeekerDNA for SECURITY

Unique, Secure, Covert and Robust

